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Welcome! In this month’s issue we discuss potential repeal of South Carolina CON
law, artificial bone growth, and the role of patient trust in the ASC industry.

South Carolina Senate Votes to Repeal CON
Laws
Becker’s ASC
The South Carolina Senate voted Jan. 26 to eliminate its certificate of need program.
The repeal would remove the requirement for healthcare providers, including ASCs, to
receive state permission to build facilities, make expansions, or buy expensive
equipment.

Bone Growth-Inspired Microrobots
OrthoFeed
Many know that post-birth, the fontanelle tissue that covers gaps in the skull
gradually changes to hard bone. Now, researchers have combined materials that
together resemble this natural process. The applications for orthopedics and spine
care are extensive.

How Patient Trust Shapes Our Work
Profiles in Success: Bernhardt Wealth Management
Our work demands high levels of trust. Between Compass and its partners. Between
those partners and their patients. And that's a tremendous privilege.
"Going under the knife is a sacred moment, and it happens tens of thousands of times
a year inside our company... The surgeon takes care of the patient, while we take care
of everything else.
We materially improve the lives of our patients... We do it in an extraordinarily highquality, low-complication, low-infection, highly convenient environment." -CEO Darin
Hill, in recent interview with Bernhardt Wealth Management
Read more on how the purpose in our work drives us every day.

Utilizing Double Machine Learning to Discern
Risk Factors for Preoperative Depression
Among Spine Patients
Journal of Orthopaedic Experience & Innovation
This study utilized double machine learning to identify risk factors associated with
elevated levels of preoperative depression among patients undergoing single or
multilevel ACDFs.
Two risk factors emerged as most significant in association with moderately severe
depression.

The State of the ASC Industry
Compass

Attempting to predict the future is a fool’s errand. Plato said, “I am the wisest man
alive, for I know one thing, and that is that I know nothing.”
Despite that, a few ASC current trends are worth calling out. Read CEO Darin Hill's
State of the ASC Industry 2022.

Capital City Surgery Center Celebrates
LinkedIn
Capital City Surgery Center was recognized as the #1 ASC in North Carolina by
Newsweek for 2021 and again in 2022!
Congratulations to Capital City for this huge accomplishment and their celebration of
10 years serving the community in and around Raleigh.
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